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ABSTRACT
With a seemingly endless stream of tasks, on-demand labor markets appear to offer workers flexibility in when and how much they work. This research argues that platforms afford workers far less flexibility than widely believed. A large part of the “inflexibility” comes from tight deadlines imposed on tasks, leaving workers little control over their work schedules. We experimentally examined the impact of offering workers control of their time in on-demand crowdwork. We found that granting higher “in-task flexibility” dramatically affected the temporal dynamics of worker behavior and produced a larger amount of work with similar quality. In a second experiment, we measured the compensating differential and found that workers would give up significant compensation to control their time, indicating workers attach substantial value to in-task flexibility. Our results suggest that designing tasks which give workers direct control of their time within tasks benefits both buyers and sellers of on-demand crowdwork.
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INTRODUCTION
The past decade produced a sharp spike in the growth of contingent employment, particularly a rise in “on-demand work”—jobs sourced, scheduled, managed, shipped and billed through APIs provided by online platforms [13, 22, 7]. Pundits—champions and critics alike—claim that on-demand jobs offer flexibility to work as much as and whenever a worker wants and, in the process, jettison the set hours and commitments that come with traditional workplaces [20, 23].

At first glance, the supposed flexibility of on-demand labor markets might seem appealing—work opportunities streaming in night and day across a platform where workers can choose whatever time, location, and manner to work that is most convenient for them. Recent studies, however, have begun to ask: Are online labor markets as flexible as they are assumed to be? The very nature of “on-demand” work dictates that the volume and kinds of work opportunities available through on-demand platforms constantly fluctuates [4]. A significant portion of workers treat on-demand work as a major source of income, often to mitigate the impact of changes in their other income sources. This pushes workers to work whenever there is demand from requesters rather than enjoying the flexibility of determining their own working schedule.

Even if a worker can fully decide when she would like to participate in on-demand work, she may still face additional constraints within each individual task that she works on. For example, consider crowdwork that is completed by on-demand labor through crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Requesters must select the maximum amount of time assigned to the task, a key parameter called the “time allotted,” before they can post their tasks. A worker needs to complete the task within this time limit in order to get paid; otherwise, the task will expire and she may not be able to accept the task again.

Although it appears obvious that the time allotted parameter would substantially affect worker’s work experience in a task, it is not clear to requesters how they should set this parameter properly. Anecdotally, we have heard that requesters often set the time allotted parameter by doubling or tripling their estimated time to complete the task without thinking about whether they need a task returned that quickly, or leave it as MTurk’s default value of 1 hour regardless of how long the task actually takes. These somewhat arbitrarily set time limits on individual tasks inevitably create a degree of inflexibility for workers. Requesters may let tight deadlines for tasks stand even when they have not fully considered or know how to precisely gauge the “time allotted” for tasks. Also, hard limits on “time allotted” parameters leave workers ill-equipped to deal with occasional interruptions in the tasks, like the need for restroom breaks, checking on a child asleep in an adjacent room, or picking up a phone call, without having the tasks expire. Workers may also find it challenging to schedule multiple tasks and must pass up some tasks that they find interesting or well-prepared to do due to time conflicts [3]. In other words, time limits on on-demand tasks leave workers constantly facing the risk of running out of time in tasks, and...
workers also have to take such risk into consideration when deciding which tasks to take in the first place.

Previous studies of traditional workplaces suggest that increasing a worker’s temporal flexibility, that is, her ability to control the scheduling of her work, can significantly improve both the work output and the worker experience of a job [1, 12, 18]. It is therefore natural to ask if, like traditional work, on-demand work may benefit from worker-focused approaches to “flexibility” that offer workers explicit control of their time to complete on-demand tasks when these approaches are feasible. On the one hand, the benefits associated with greater worker control of their time may be generalizable across different work environments. On the other hand, it is unclear how providing more temporal flexibility affects workers when tasks, like the ones in on-demand work, take a small amount of time, especially given that workers in on-demand work are believed to already enjoy a lot of freedom in scheduling their work.

As a first step towards answering this question, in this paper, we focus on on-demand crowwork and address two main questions related to better understanding flexibility in on-demand crowwork:

1. What is the impact of granting more flexibility in on-demand crowwork on worker behavior?
2. What is the value that workers attach to flexibility in on-demand crowwork?

We present two randomized behavioral experiments to answer the two questions above. While it would be difficult to experimentally manipulate and control when all on-demand tasks post to the market to measure scheduling flexibility, it is relatively easy to manage the flexibility within a task by allotting a different amount of time to the task. We refer to this as allowing for in-task flexibility. We conducted both experiments using batches of sentiment analysis HITs, that is, we posted multiple sentiment analysis HITs for workers to complete in the same HIT group. We made this choice as batches of sentiment analysis tasks are popular on crowdsourcing platforms [11]. In addition, batch tasks leave more room for requesters to adjust within task flexibility levels compared to other types of tasks like surveys where requesters may set tight time limits to ensure undivided attention from workers.

In the first study, we show that workers will indeed exercise control over their work time when more in-task flexibility is granted in crowwork, which is reflected by the dramatic changes in the temporal dynamics of worker behavior, such as when they start to work on a task or how long they spend on a task. In addition, higher levels of in-task flexibility also lead to a larger quantity of work without sacrificing work quality.

In the second study, we measure how much workers value controlling their time in crowwork using two different methods. First, we infer the value through workers’ reported preferences between pairs of tasks with different prices and/or amounts of time allotted. Second, we estimate the compensating differential, that is, the extra amount of money needed to pay workers to complete the same amount of work when given less in-task flexibility as they would complete when given more in-task flexibility. Both methods suggest that workers attach substantial value to control of one’s time through temporal flexibility within on-demand tasks. For example, we estimate the compensating differential to be at least $0.86/hour, which means that on average, workers equate the ability to control scheduling their work with a financial compensation of at least $0.86/hour. Interestingly, we also find that workers who report spending more time earning money from on-demand platforms than their peers place a higher value on in-task flexibility.

In sum, our results suggest that on-demand workers may experience constraints on flexibility as limiting, and would value greater control of their time in tasks where feasible.

RELATED WORK

The impact of job flexibility on workers has been extensively studied within traditional companies and organizations in the organizational behavior and psychology literature. While the broad term of “job flexibility” includes various dimensions, like work schedule and work location, the concept of “temporal flexibility” or “work time control” specifically refers to flexibility applied to time working on specific tasks. Temporal flexibility can be further divided into sub-dimensions, such as control over when to start and end the workday (i.e., “flex-time”), when to take breaks, and when to take days off or work overtime [1, 12, 17].

A significant body of research demonstrates the relationship between temporal flexibility in traditional workplaces and job-related outcomes that impact various aspects of workers’ lives. For example, an increase in flextime has been associated with positive effects on worker productivity and job satisfaction [1]. Flexible working arrangements, such as self-scheduled shifts, arguably, improve workers’ health and wellbeing [12]. Research has also shown that organizational interventions designed to promote greater employee control over work time not only reduced employee’s perceived stress [16], but also lowered their turnover intentions [17]. In addition, there is further evidence that giving workers greater temporal flexibility improves workers’ work-life balance [9, 18].

Two main mechanisms appear to explain why temporal flexibility significantly influences job-related outcomes and a worker’s quality of life. First, the time-regulation mechanism suggests that work time control allows workers to better regulate their time demands, such as reduce or avoid work-family conflict [5, 21]. Second, the recovery-regulation mechanism indicates that temporal flexibility may give workers the opportunities to lessen their fatigue from work by taking breaks as needed or prevent overload in the first place [2, 18].

Our work builds on but is distinct from the studies above in four key aspects. First, we focus on studying flexibility in a relatively novel work environment: on-demand labor markets. These platform-based jobs are often composed of discrete projects, typically small-sized tasks, done without the support mechanisms or constraints of a physical worksite but believed to be more flexible than traditional employment. It is thus important to see whether online labor markets are as flexible as their proponents say they are. Second, we examine if applying worker-focused flexibility to on-demand crowwork can produce similar, positive outcomes for work output and worker...
behavior as it does in traditional work. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first study to answer this question. Third, we focus on examining the impact and value of \textit{in-task flexibility}, which is reflected by the amount of time allotted to each task and describes workers’ freedom in controlling their work time within individual tasks. In-task flexibility in on-demand crowdwork is analogous to the flexibility a worker might have to complete each discrete project at a traditional job (e.g., whether a tight deadline is imposed on a project or not) rather than the flextime, offering specific guidance to those designing and gauging the time allotted for tasks. Our study, thus, specifically explores how in-task flexibility, a parameter easily controlled by the task requester, impacts on-demand workers. Finally, in addition to examining the effects of granting more flexibility in on-demand crowdwork, we also adopt an innovative approach to \textit{quantitatively} measure the economic value that workers attach to flexibility in the work, following the methodology in [24, 6].

\textbf{STUDY 1: EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF FLEXIBILITY}

In our first study, we designed and conducted an online experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk to understand whether and how granting workers with more in-task flexibility can influence the temporal dynamics of worker behavior as well as the work quantity and quality.

\textbf{Tasks and Treatments}

We used a sentiment analysis task for this experiment because it is a very common type of task on MTurk [11]. Specifically, each task contained a 150–200 word Amazon customer review for an automobile related product. Workers were asked to classify whether the review was positive or negative. The set of customer reviews in the tasks was taken from [15] providing us with the ground truth for all reviews used in the experiment. Through a pilot study we found that it took workers less than 30 seconds, on average, to read one review and determine the sentiment in it.

Our experiment consisted of six treatments arranged in a $3 \times 2$ design along these two factors:

- \textit{time allotted}: the amount of time allotted in a task, with three possible levels—1 minute, 1 hour, and 1 day;
- \textit{provision of time estimate}: whether or not to provide an estimate of the task completion time in a task—if yes, we told workers that it takes roughly 30 seconds on average to complete one sentiment analysis task; otherwise, we did not provide this information.

Time allotted is used as a proxy for the level of flexibility workers get in the task. Intuitively, the more time allotted in a task, the more control workers would have over their work time in the task. Importantly, because our pilot study suggested completing one sentiment analysis task typically took less than 30 seconds, we granted workers enough time to complete the task for all three levels of time allotted.

One may wonder how workers would interpret the amount of time allotted in a task. For example, it is possible that workers may view tasks with a larger amount of time allotted as more time-consuming rather than more temporally flexible. Therefore, by varying whether a task completion time estimate was provided, we made the in-task flexibility more salient for workers in some treatments. Such two-factor factorial design ($3 \times 2$) thus enables us to obtain an in-depth understanding on how workers perceive and are affected by the amount of flexibility granted within a task.

\textbf{Experimental Procedure}

We conducted our experiment in two phases similar to Section 5 of [10]. The first phase was the recruiting phase, in which we posted a 20-cent participant recruiting HIT for future sentiment analysis tasks on MTurk. Workers who were interested in completing some future sentiment analysis tasks (i.e., phase 2) could sign up by answering three survey questions about their usage of MTurk. We asked each participant for the number of years they have been using MTurk, the number of hours spent working on MTurk in the last week, and the number of income sources the worker has outside of MTurk. We then assigned each worker who completed the recruiting HIT to one of the 6 treatments uniformly at random. Next, in the second phase of the experiment, each worker who signed up through the recruiting HIT was provided with a batch of 100 sentiment analysis HITs, where each HIT contained one sentiment analysis task. Depending on the treatment that the worker was assigned, the amount of time allotted to each task was either 1 minute, 1 hour or 1 day, and a completion time estimate may or may not have been included in the instructions of the task. Importantly, using MTurk qualifications, we ensured that workers were only able to see and work on HITs in the treatment that they were assigned. Designing our HIT in 2 phases allowed us to randomly assign workers into treatments and made it so that workers in one treatment could not see another treatment. We posted the sentiment analysis HITs for all treatments at the same time and they were available on MTurk for 24 hours. Workers were asked to complete as many of these HITs as they want, and they were told upfront that the payment for each HIT was 5 cents.

\textbf{Experimental Data}

While workers were working on the sentiment analysis tasks, we recorded data on the temporal dynamics of their working behavior by keeping a detailed log of how each worker interacted with each task. In particular, when worker $i$ accepted a task $t$, we recorded a timestamp $a_{it}$ as the time for task acceptance. Once a worker accepted a task, the task would be automatically added into her \textit{task queue} on MTurk. A worker can enter and leave any task in her queue as many times as she wants, as long as the time allotted for the task has not been reached. Depending on how worker $i$ interacted with task $t$ after she accepted it, we recorded some additional timestamps. One possible scenario is that worker $i$ had task $t$ open in her browser ever since she accepted it, in which case the only other timestamp (if any) we collected for the worker on this task is $s_{it}$, the time for task submission$^1$. Another possibility is that the worker left task $t$ (i.e., closed the browser tab which contained task $t$) after accepting it and later came back to work on it.

$^1$Note that having a task open in the browser does not imply that the worker is working on the task. For example, the worker can work on one task while keeping other tasks open in her browser, or the worker can take a break within a task. It is difficult to precisely determine if and when the worker actually works on a task.
We aim to answer three research questions (Q1–Q3) through Study 1. After each question we state our hypotheses.

Q1: How does granting workers more in-task flexibility affect worker behavior on tasks?

Granting workers higher levels of in-task flexibility empowers them to choose when to start, work on, and finish the tasks; hence, if workers indeed take advantage of the flexibility that they get within each task, we are likely to observe changes in the temporal dynamics of their working behavior. For example, a worker may decide to start working on a task later so that she can first complete work, either from within or outside of the on-demand platform, that is more urgent or time-sensitive. The degree to which workers utilize the control they are granted through in-task flexibility over when to start working on a task can be measured using the amount of time workers put their tasks in queues. Higher levels of in-task flexibility may also give workers the possibility of controlling the tempo of their work pace, including intentionally working slower or taking breaks within a task to deal with interruptions or recover from fatigue. As a result, with more in-task flexibility, workers may dwell on a task for a longer period of time while workers’ needs for taking breaks between subsequent tasks may decrease. We conjecture that:

[H1] Workers will increase the queue time for a task when the amount of time allotted in the task is larger.

[H2] Workers will dwell on a task for longer time when the amount of time allotted in a task is larger.

[H3] Workers will take fewer between-task breaks when the amount of time allotted in each task is larger.

[H4] The first time that a worker needs to take a between-task break is later when the amount of time allotted in each task is larger.

Possible changes in the temporal dynamics of worker behavior may, in fact, signal that workers experience constraints on in-task flexibility as limiting and imply a fundamentally different way of working that workers prefer when higher levels of in-task flexibility are provided. That is, instead of racing the clock that is set by the requesters, workers may be able to work at their own pace. As a result, more in-task flexibility may allow workers to choose a time to work that is optimal for them. We thus hypothesize that in doing so, workers can get more done with at least as good accuracy.

Q2: How does granting workers more in-task flexibility affect work quantity?

[H5] Workers will accept and complete more tasks when the amount of time allotted in a task is larger.

[H6] The effect of time allotted on work quantity is larger when an estimate on the task completion time is provided in the task.

Q3: How does granting workers more in-task flexibility affect the quality of work produced?

[H7] Workers will maintain or increase their accuracy when the amount of time allotted in a task is larger.

Experimental Results

In total 1,999 workers signed up through the recruiting HIT in phase 1 of our experiment, of these, 1,379 workers accepted at least one sentiment analysis task in phase 2. We ran a...
We first attempt to understand whether granting more in-task flexibility affects the number of tasks a worker has completed before she takes her first between-task break that is longer than x minutes (averaged over workers who take at least one such break). Error bars show standard errors of the mean.

Table 1: Mean values and standard deviations of worker queue time and dwell time (in seconds) across different treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg. queue time (SD)</th>
<th>Avg. dwell time (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 min 0.03 (0.01)</td>
<td>22.75 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour 17.28 (4.35)</td>
<td>47.12 (2.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day 254.38 (110.74)</td>
<td>66.18 (5.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We start by examining the impact of in-task flexibility on worker behavior (Q1) to see whether and how workers leverage the flexibility granted in tasks. As we do not observe significant differences in working behavior between treatments with or without the provision of a task time estimate, we conduct our analyses on data after combining treatments with the same time allotted level together.

We first attempt to understand whether granting more in-task flexibility has any impact on worker’s behavior within individual tasks. For each worker, we calculate her average queue time and average dwell time over all tasks that she completed. Table 1 compares these two metrics across treatments with different amounts of time allotted. The table shows that granting more flexibility within a task leads to substantial increases in both worker’s queue time and dwell time, and such an increase is confirmed to be statistically significant through one-way Kruskal Wallis ANOVA tests (for queue time, $\eta^2 = 0.088$, $p < 10^{-26}$; for dwell time, $\eta^2 = 0.209$, $p < 10^{-61}$). These results are in line with our hypotheses H1 and H2—with more in-task flexibility, workers have greater control on when they start working on a task (hence longer queue time), and workers may also intentionally work slowly or take breaks in a task if needed (hence longer dwell time).

Next, we move on to examine the impact of in-task flexibility on how workers behave between tasks. Figure 2a compares the average number of breaks of different lengths that a worker takes between subsequent tasks when the time allotted in a task differs. In general, we find that compared to workers who are assigned to the 1-minute tasks, workers in the 1-hour or 1-day treatments seem to take far fewer breaks between tasks, especially when the length of the break is relatively short. For example, when workers are allotted 1 minute for the task, they need to take significantly more short-length, 1-to-5-minute breaks ($\eta^2 = 0.047$, $p = 5.32 \times 10^{-15}$) and medium-length, 5-to-10-minute breaks ($\eta^2 = 0.006$, $p = 0.005$), between subsequent tasks. Figure 2b further shows that workers in treatments with longer time allotted also take their first between-task break after completing more tasks, and this difference is also statistically significant (e.g., $p < 0.05$ for the differences across treatments in the number of tasks completed before the first break that is longer than 1, 5, 10 or 30 minutes). Put another way, with more in-task flexibility, workers not only take fewer breaks between tasks, but also take breaks later. This is consistent with our hypothesis H3 and H4—when more time is allotted in a task, workers can take breaks within the task to deal with interruptions or recover from fatigue, hence taking breaks between subsequent tasks become less necessary.

Together, our analyses reveal some significant changes in the temporal dynamics of worker behavior when sufficient flexibility is granted in the tasks. This implies that workers actually exercise control over their work time and thus leverage in-task flexibility when provided. It’s worthwhile to note that such dramatic changes are mostly caused by a small fraction of workers on a small number of tasks. For example, in 1-day treatments, about 10% of the workers have an average queue time that is longer than 2 minutes, and the percentage of tasks that workers put in their queues for more than 2 minutes is about 5%. Correlating workers’ responses to survey questions in the recruiting HIT with their working behavior, we find that workers who spend more hours on MTurk seem to leverage the in-task flexibility to a larger degree by dwelling on tasks or putting tasks in queues for a significantly longer period of time. Such difference is not observed when we divide workers by their experience levels or number of income sources outside of MTurk. These observations suggest that it is predominantly those workers who spend lots of time working on MTurk that take advantage of the extra in-task flexibility. We will examine how the needs for flexibility differ within the on-demand worker population more carefully in Study 2.

Impact on Work Quantity

Our second goal is to understand the impact of in-task flexibility on work quantity to answer Q2. We first measure how granting more in-task flexibility affects the number of tasks

Figure 2: 2a: The average number of between-task breaks a worker takes that are longer than x minutes across treatments with different time allotted. 2b: The average number of tasks a worker has completed before she takes her first between-task break that is longer than x minutes (averaged over workers who take at least one such break). Error bars show standard errors of the mean.
workers accept. Figures 3a and 3b show the curves of the fraction of workers who accepted at least \( x \) (0 \( \leq x \leq 100 \)) tasks for treatments without or with a completion time estimate, respectively. Visually, we find that given a fixed \( x \), the fraction of workers who accepted at least \( x \) tasks tend to be higher in treatments where time allotted for each task is longer. The biggest difference occurs between workers in the 1-minute treatment and workers in the 1-day treatment when task time estimate is not provided.

The data on the number of tasks a worker accepted is highly skewed. Figure 3 shows that 70%–80% of the workers accepted all 100 tasks that we offered to them. To statistically analyze these over-dispersed count data, we used negative binomial regressions (as done in [6]) and the results are reported in Table 2. We first consider only the main effect of in-task flexibility on the number of tasks workers accept, using the 1-minute treatment without the estimate on task completion time as the reference (Model 1). According to the regression results, providing extra time within a task increases the number of tasks a worker accepted, and such increase is statistically significant when a long period of time (i.e., 1 day) is allotted to a 30-second task.

Model 1 suggests the provision of the task time estimate significantly decreases the number of tasks workers accept. Furthermore, as Model 2 in Table 2 shows, the interaction between time allotted and the provision of time estimate is observed to be significantly negative. This suggests that making the difference between time allotted and the actual time cost in a task more salient does not help workers perceive the flexibility in a task more accurately and work quantity is not further improved. Overall, our examination of the impact of in-task flexibility on task acceptance supports H5 and rejects H6.

We conducted similar analyses to understand the impact of in-task flexibility on the number of tasks a worker completed (i.e., Models 3 and 4 in Table 2). Again, we find that granting extra time in a task leads to a marginally significant increase in the number of tasks a worker submits, while the provision of task time estimate does not affect task submission much. Thus, we can conclude from our analyses on both task acceptance and submission that more in-task flexibility leads to a larger quantity of work (i.e., H5 is supported), yet the magnitude of such positive impact does not increase with the provision of time cost estimation of tasks (i.e., H6 is rejected).

![Retention curves showing the fraction of workers who accepted at least \( x \) tasks.](image.png)

**Figure 3:** Retention curves showing the fraction of workers who accepted at least \( x \) tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of accepted (Model 1)</th>
<th># of accepted (Model 2)</th>
<th># of submitted (Model 3)</th>
<th># of submitted (Model 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>4.456***</td>
<td>4.446***</td>
<td>4.388***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ estimate</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.013†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ estimate</td>
<td>0.026***</td>
<td>0.039**</td>
<td>0.014†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>0.026***</td>
<td>0.039**</td>
<td>0.014†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ estimate</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.014†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.014†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Regression results for work quantity. Coefficients and standard errors are reported. Significance levels: † (\( p < 0.1 \)), * (\( p < 0.05 \)), ** (\( p < 0.001 \)).

We provide three possible explanations for why H6 is rejected. First, our original hypothesis, that the provision of a task time estimate would increase the positive effect of in-task flexibility on work quantity, was based on the assumption that workers may use time allotted in a task as a proxy for the actual time required to do the task. Had this assumption held then telling workers an estimated time cost of a task could have helped workers realize that they are able to control their time in the task rather than the task is time-consuming. The conclusions from our data analyses imply that for simple tasks like sentiment analysis, it is likely that workers can quickly estimate the time cost themselves through working on a few of these tasks. So, there is no need for them to use the time allotted to infer a task’s time cost in lieu of their own evaluation of the task’s demands.

Second, while the provision of a task completion time estimate makes the difference between the actual time cost of a task and the time allotted to it salient to the workers, workers do not know why they get extra amount of time in these short tasks. As such, workers may worry about the potential mismatch between the requester’s expectation and their own understandings of the tasks, and thus may hesitate to accept more tasks in order to minimize their risk of getting their work rejected.

Finally, it is also possible that some workers find the task time estimate we provide is not consistent with their own experiences and thus decide to stop accepting tasks due to psychological factors like mistrust to the requester or low levels of self-efficacy. The latter can be especially true if a
worker finds that for her, completing a sentiment analysis task takes significantly longer than 30 seconds.

**Impact on Work Quality**
Lastly, we explore the relationship between in-task flexibility and the quality of work produced (Q3). Figure 4 displays the average accuracy for workers in each of the six treatments in our experiment, which shows an upward trend as more time is allotted in a task. One-way Kruksal Wallis ANOVA tests on the data further indicate that the differences in worker accuracy across treatments with different time allotted is marginally significant when task time estimate is not provided ($p = 0.096$) and insignificant when such estimate is provided ($p = 0.184$). Interestingly, we also find that workers are significantly more accurate when task time estimate is provided ($p = 5.080 \times 10^{-5}$). We conjecture that this is because workers interpret the provision of time estimate as a signal of the requester’s familiarity with his tasks and thus workers choose to consciously keep producing high-quality work to satisfy the requester. Overall these results are consistent with H7, suggesting that granting more in-task flexibility does not harm the work quality.

**STUDY 2: MEASURING THE VALUE OF FLEXIBILITY**
In Study 1, we observe that workers actively respond to more flexibility in tasks with significant changes in working behavior, increased work quantity and similar work quality. These results appear to imply that on-demand workers **value the flexibility** within the tasks, at least to some degree. Naturally, one may ask **to what degrees** do workers value in-task flexibility. The purpose of Study 2 is to answer this question by quantitatively measuring the economic value that workers attach to in-task flexibility.

**Survey-Based Value Estimation: A Pilot Study**
To get an initial rough estimate of how much workers value in-task flexibility in on-demand crowdwork, we first conducted a pilot study in which we surveyed 399 MTurk workers. Workers in the survey were asked to indicate their preference between pairs of proposed task designs. For any two tasks presented to workers in a pair, the task content was the same (i.e., a 30-second sentiment analysis task) but the pay rate and/or time allotted varied. More specifically, about half of the workers were asked if they would prefer completing the task in 1 minute to earn 5 cents or completing the task in 1 day to earn 1 ≤ x ≤ 5 cents. The other half of the workers were asked if they would prefer completing the task in 1 day for 5 cents or completing it in 1 minute for 5 ≤ y ≤ 9 cents. Workers’ reported preferences allow us to get a rough estimate of how much workers value in-task flexibility. For the purposes of this survey we can describe a task as a tuple consisting of the time allotted and the pay rate. So, for example, if a worker prefers (1 minute, 5 cent) to (1 day, x cents) for x ∈ {1, 2} but prefers (1 day, x’ cents) to (1 minute, 5 cents) for x’ ∈ {3, 4, 5}, then this worker’s value for in-task flexibility is somewhere between 2 and 3 cents.

Taking the lower bound of each worker’s value, we find that on average, workers who choose between (1 minute, 5 cents) and (1 day, x cents) are willing to forego at least 0.69 cents to get more control of their time for this 30-second task, which is equivalent to $0.83/hour (i.e., 0.0069 \times 3600/30). Conversely, workers ask for at least an additional $1.21/hour if they have to give up the flexibility that they have already been provided (i.e., switch from (1 day, 5 cents) to (1 minute, y cents)).

**Measuring Value as Compensating Differential: Experimental Design**
Our pilot survey suggests that workers attach substantial economic value to in-task flexibility. However, one limitation of estimating the value of flexibility through a survey is that workers indicated their preferences by imagining their choices between pairs of tasks. Preferences elicited this way are called “stated preferences;” which may be different from “revealed preferences” which are reflected by worker’s actual decisions. To compute worker’s revealed preferences we designed and conducted an experiment to compute the compensating differential of in-task flexibility, that is, the extra amount of money requesters need to pay workers for them to complete the same amount of work in the absence of in-task flexibility as that in the presence of in-task flexibility. We adopt a similar approach that was previously used to quantify the value of a clean and clear user interface [24] and estimate the economic costs of annoying display ads [6].

The task we used in this experiment was again a sentiment analysis task, but with a different set of automobile product reviews than that used in Study 1. We created a set of six treatments, in a 2 × 3 design, defined by two dimensions: **time allotted**, with 1 minute and 1 day as the two possible levels; and **task price**, with the three levels of 3 cents, 4 cents, and 5 cents. This range of task prices was chosen as it roughly equals an effective hourly wage of $5.4–$9/hour, which is typical for MTurk. Since Study 1 informed us that the provision of task completion time estimate does not help workers to perceive in-task flexibility more accurately, we did not provide such information in any of the six treatments in Study 2.

Like Study 1, we conducted this experiment in two phases. In the first phase, we posted a 20-cent HIT on MTurk to recruit workers who are interested in completing some sentiment analysis tasks in the future (i.e., phase 2). Each worker who took this recruiting HIT answered two questions:

- **Activity level**: In the past week, how many hours have you spent both searching for and doing tasks on MTurk?
- **Income goal**: Do you set a daily target for the total amount of income you want to earn from completing tasks on MTurk?

Our analyses on the temporal dynamics of worker behavior in Study 1 suggests that workers who spend more hours on
the platform tend to leverage in-task flexibility more. Thus, in Study 2, we attempt to understand the relationship between a worker’s engagement with on-demand platforms and her value of in-task flexibility more directly. We use a worker’s responses to the above two questions as a proxy of worker’s engagement level with MTurk. After the first phase of the experiment, we randomly assigned each worker who submitted the recruiting HIT into one of the six treatments. Then, in the second phase of our experiment workers got the opportunity to work on a batch of 100 sentiment analysis tasks. The price and time allotted for each task a worker could work on was decided by the treatment the worker was assigned, and workers were not able to see tasks from other treatments on MTurk. Here again, we used this two-phase design to randomly assign workers to treatments and ensure that workers could only see their own treatment. Workers were instructed to complete as many of these sentiment analysis tasks as they want. As we will compute the compensating differential based on the impact of in-task flexibility on task submission, the major dependent variable we used in this experiment is the number of tasks a worker completed, although we also recorded all the relevant data as used in Study 1.

**Experimental Results**

Overall 1,800 workers signed up in the first phase of our experiment, and 1,079 workers submitted at least one task in phase 2. Across the six treatments, no significant differences were found in the portion of workers who participated in our second phase experiment or the responses to survey questions. As a robustness check, we first repeated all analyses that we conducted in Study 1 on the data that we collected through Study 2. Our analyses support all results that we get from Study 1: With higher levels of in-task flexibility, workers tend to put tasks in queues and dwell on tasks for longer periods of time, take significantly fewer number of between-task breaks and take these breaks later. Work quantity increases when more time is allotted as reflected by the significant increases in task acceptance and submission. 

Granting extra amount of time in a task also increases the average worker accuracy from 0.889 in 1-minute treatments to 0.894 in 1-day treatments, although it is not statistically significant ($p = 0.712$). In other words, our findings in Study 1 are robust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price / Time Allotted</th>
<th>1 minute</th>
<th>1 day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 cents</td>
<td>59.43 (39.08)</td>
<td>65.89 (39.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 cents</td>
<td>64.54 (36.28)</td>
<td>75.02 (33.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 cents</td>
<td>72.52 (34.64)</td>
<td>76.64 (33.48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean values and standard deviations (in parentheses) of the number of submitted tasks across the six treatments in Study 2.

For queue time, the effect sizes as measured by Cohen’s $d$ are 0.257, 0.166 and 0.210, respectively, for the 3 comparisons for 3 task prices (i.e., 3, 4 or 5 cents), and the largest $p$-value is $2.30 \times 10^{-8}$; similarly, for dwell time, the three Cohen’s $d$ values are 0.144, 0.611, and 0.320, respectively, and the largest $p$-value is $8.94 \times 10^{-7}$.

Across the 3 comparisons for 3 task prices, for task acceptance (or submission), the smallest Cohen’s $d$ is 0.066 (or 0.121) and the largest $p$-value is 0.049 (or 0.030).

One may question whether this is an overestimate of worker’s value of in-task flexibility, because workers in the (1 minute, 4 cents) treatment have little freedom in controlling their work time and have to complete the tasks in a rather fast pace. Thus, we instead use 51.2 seconds—the average amount of time that workers in the (1 day, 4 cents) treatment dwell on a task for 18.9 seconds, which means that workers equate the flexibility within the tasks with a financial compensation of $2.32/hour (i.e., 0.0122×3600/18.9).

As an example, we compute the compensating differential of in-task flexibility for workers who were assigned to the (1 minute, 4 cents) treatment. Based on the model predictions, we estimate the effect of a task price increase on the number of tasks submitted by averaging the increase in the number of submitted tasks when raising the task price from 3 to 4 cents, and from 4 to 5 cents, while fixing the amount of time allotted in a task at 1 minute. Doing so suggests that a 1 cent pay raise leads to an average of 5.76 additional task submissions. Moreover, when the task price is fixed at 4 cents, moving from a 1-minute task to a 1-day task implies an average increase of 7.02 task submissions. Next we calculate how much more we would need to pay someone in the (1 minute, 4 cents) treatment to do the same amount of work as someone in the (1 day, 4 cents) treatment. We find that for workers who work on 4-cent tasks with a 1 minute time limit, the pay raise required to match the effect of allotting extra time (i.e., 1 day) in each task is 1.22 cents (i.e., $1 \times 7.02/5.76$) per task. Our data suggests that on average, workers who were assigned to the (1 minute, 4 cents) treatment dwell on a task for 18.9 seconds, which means that workers equate the flexibility within the tasks with a financial compensation of $2.32/hour (i.e., 0.0122×3600/18.9).

One may question whether this is an overestimate of worker’s value of in-task flexibility, because workers in the (1 minute, 4 cents) treatment have little freedom in controlling their work time and have to complete the tasks in a rather fast pace. Thus, we instead use 51.2 seconds—the average amount of time that workers in the (1 day, 4 cents) treatment dwell on a task—as the reference for the time cost of a task. Even with this reference, we can still estimate that workers ask for an addi-

![Figure 5: The number of submitted tasks in different treatments predicted by the negative binomial model in Table 4 (left section). Error bars extend one standard error above and below the predicted values.](image-url)
We first test whether workers who spend different amounts of time on MTurk equate the flexibility in tasks they complete when tasks have sufficient flexibility. This conjecture is that the more engaged a worker is with an on-demand platform, the more she values the flexibility of on-demand work. We used a worker’s responses to the two survey questions in our first-phase recruiting HIT to approximate the degree to which this worker engages with the on-demand platform MTurk. Intuitively, the more hours a worker spends on MTurk, the more engaged she is with MTurk. Similarly, workers who set a daily income goal for completing tasks on MTurk are likely to engage with MTurk to a larger degree.

We first test whether workers who spend different amounts of time on MTurk value flexibility differently. All workers who participated in our second phase experiment are divided into three groups: workers who spent less than 10 hours a week on MTurk in the previous week: less than 10 hours, 11 to 30 hours, or more than 30 hours. To determine how much each group values in-task flexibility we then fit negative binomial regression models for each group of workers separately, and the results are reported in Table 4 (middle section). According to the regression results, in-task flexibility did not have any significant impact on the number of tasks a worker submitted, for workers who spend less than 10 hours a week on MTurk. On the other hand, in-task flexibility significantly increases the number of task submissions for workers who spend more than 10 hours a week on MTurk, and the magnitude of such increase is the largest for workers who spend more than 30 hours a week on MTurk. Through a similar calculation of the compensating differential, we estimate that workers who work on MTurk for less than 10 hours a week do not have a positive economic value to in-task flexibility (at least, not one that we could detect), while workers who spend 11 to 30 hours (or, 30 or more hours) a week on MTurk equate the flexibility in tasks with a financial compensation of $0.98/hour (or, $2.37/hour). These results are consistent with our conjecture—the more time a worker spends on an on-demand platform, the more she depends on managing her time on it, and hence the more she values flexibility in on-demand tasks.

Similar conclusions can also be made when we separately examine workers who have or do not have daily income targets for working on MTurk. The negative binomial regression results are presented in Table 4 (right section). We find that in-task flexibility does not significantly influence the number of tasks submitted for workers who do not have daily income targets. On the other hand, workers who set daily income targets submitted significantly more tasks when high levels of flexibility are granted in the task, and they value in-task flexibility as much as $0.92/hour.

### Discussion

In this paper, we experimentally examine the impact and value of flexibility in on-demand crowdwork. Our experimental results suggest that granting more in-task flexibility in on-demand crowdwork leads to dramatic changes in the temporal dynamics of worker behavior, significant improvement of work quantity and similar work quality. Furthermore, we have also quantitatively measured the economic value that workers attach to in-task flexibility and showed that workers equate the ability to control their own time within on-demand tasks with substantial financial compensation.

### Does More Flexibility Mean Lower Speed?

A natural question one may ask is whether the provision of flexibility in on-demand crowdwork implies a decrease in task completion speed. In our study, while we do find that it takes individual workers a longer period of time to complete the same amount of work when more time is allotted in the task, on the aggregate level, we do not observe such a decrease as individuals also complete more tasks with more in-task flexibility. For example, in Study 1, the amount of time it takes workers to complete the first $N = 1,000$ (or $10,000$) tasks is 28.2, 31.5 and 22.2 minutes (or 3.1, 2.8 or 2.9 hours) for the 1 minute, 1 hour, and 1 day treatments, respectively. These comparisons are robust over a wide range of $N$. It is plausible that

---

Table 4: Negative binomial regression results for the number of tasks workers submitted in Study 2. Left section: regression model fitted using all data in Study 2. Middle section: regression models fitted using data from workers with different activity levels. Right section: regression models fitted using data from workers who have/do not have income goals. Coefficients and standard errors are reported. Significance levels: * ($p < 0.05$), ** ($p < 0.01$), *** ($p < 0.001$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.126)</td>
<td>(0.225)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.307)</td>
<td>(0.137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of observations: 1079/371/425/277/221/858.

---

4Within each worker group, the average amount of time workers in (1 day, 4 cents) treatment dwell on a task is used as the reference for the time cost of a task.
We have observed that workers who spend more time working when more in-task flexibility is granted, and they value in-task flexibility.

Further research is needed to understand how in-task flexibility affects various aspects of worker’s life (e.g., worker’s perceived stress). In addition, our estimation of the value of flexibility depends on how sensitive workers are to changes in task price in the price range we studied. Arguably, humans respond to the change in financial incentives differently when the relative change in the magnitude of incentives differs. Examining the value of flexibility for other price ranges is another important, future direction.

Our examination of the impact and value of flexibility in on-demand crowdwork is conducted based on a particular type of task (i.e., batches of sentiment analysis tasks). While it is a popular type of task on on-demand platforms and is representative of many simple tasks that require human intuition and judgment (e.g., search query relevance, image annotation, etc.), it is unclear whether and how our results can be generalized to other types of tasks (e.g., survey tasks) that are structurally different and may be less compatible with granting workers more in-task flexibility.

We have observed that workers who spend more time working on on-demand platforms exercise more control of their work time when more in-task flexibility is granted, and they also value in-task flexibility more. It is known that some on-demand crowdworkers, especially those expert ones (who are likely to spend more time on on-demand platforms), leverage various scripts and tools to manage and schedule their work. The impact of in-task flexibility on on-demand crowdworkers may be partly mediated by worker’s usage of scheduling tools. Further research is needed to examine this possible mediation.

Finally, this study focuses on examining in-task flexibility in on-demand crowdwork, and we leave the question of whether in-task flexibility and across-task flexibility are interchangeable, and their respective roles in impacting on-demand workers for future study.

Practical Implications for Requesters and Workers
Our study suggests that the promise of flexibility in on-demand crowdwork falls short in giving workers sufficient control over the timing of their work. Workers’ willingness to put a premium on controlling the scheduling of their work is a clear signal of this. These findings have important implications for both requesters of labor and on-demand platform workers.

For requesters, as higher levels of in-task flexibility are associated with the same or better work outcomes and it is valued by workers, they should consider providing more such flexibility in their work whenever possible. Importantly, the lesson here is not, “we could give workers extra time and get them to work for less.” Trying to lower market pricing by offering workers extra time could backfire. The most active workers, reliant on platform earnings, would need to work even harder to make up the pay, incenting them to boycott requesters who make them choose between taking bathroom breaks and higher wages. We urge requesters to introduce more flexibility in their work in two ways. First, carefully experiment with and gauge the “time allotted” parameters for tasks rather than simply leave them as the default. For a large number of tasks on MTurk, the requesters choose to set the time allotted to be the default value of 1 hour. Our experimental results indicate that putting a 1 minute time limit on a 30-second task is not optimal for encouraging higher levels of work quantity and quality. Similarly, blindly setting time allotted to 1 hour, even for tasks that cost significant amounts of time (e.g., 30 minutes or more) can be suboptimal as well. Second, delineate urgent tasks from tasks that could include workers control over their pace and task deadlines. Doing so would not only give workers more flexibility that they value but also produce better work outcomes in on-demand crowdwork.

From the workers’ point of view, as we have mentioned earlier, not all workers exercised their freedom to control their work schedule when we granted flexibility in tasks. As we encourage requesters to consider increasing the temporal flexibility of on-demand crowdwork, it is also beneficial for workers to learn how they can best utilize such flexibility to both increase their efficiency and improve their working experience. In addition, workers can also consider to take actions collectively to request for more flexibility in the work, or even a redesign of the interaction mechanism of on-demand platforms to give workers a role in negotiating time limits of the work.

CONCLUSION
Flexibility has long been assumed to be a key feature and benefit of on-demand crowdwork. This paper questions this common perception by examining whether there is sufficient flexibility in on-demand crowdwork and what it might mean to design in-task flexibility into on-demand work. Our study suggests that higher levels of flexibility can be afforded in on-demand crowdwork by providing workers more control of their work time within individual tasks. Through two randomized behavioral experiments, we find that granting more flexibility in tasks significantly influences the ways workers work and leads to higher work quantity and similar work quality, and workers also attach substantial value to the flexibility provided to them. Together, these results highlight the importance and benefits of allowing workers to control their own time in individual tasks in on-demand crowdwork.
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